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Beauty Crisis: Ideal Beauty Images and Adolescent Girls' Self-Esteem. Yet Valerie steele demonstrates that eroticism formed the basis for the Victorian ideal of feminine beauty and fashion—indeed, that the concepts of beauty and fashion are essentially erotic. She shows that, far from being passive "sex objects," Victorian women, like their modern counterparts, themselves chose to emulate an erotic ideal as an aspect of their own self-fulfillment. *Kiss sleeping beauty good-bye: breaking the spell of feminine myths and models.* Book. 2 people like this topic. It's free and anyone can join. Already a member? Log in. This Page is automatically generated based on what Facebook users are interested in and not affiliated with or endorsed by anyone associated with the topic. See More. Links.
Goldenberg has applied her feminist ideals to her work as she thought the Women's Movement was going to change myth. That it would uncover the politics hidden in mythologies and she had hoped to see mythologies representing women differently.[4]. Contents.Awards and honours[edit]. Goldenberg has received many honourable prizes and recognized for her work.